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FLUID MILK AND CREAM 

Milk production in the Northeast is level to increasing. Class I sales 
are decreased currently as many schools are on hiatus this week. 
Manufacturing operations are running at capacity. There is some 
tolling and cream separation at this time. Mid-Atlantic milk output is 
level to lower. Even so, some manufacturers are at full capacity. 
There are no reports of milk dumping currently. Southeast milk 
production is fairly flat currently. Many market participants report 
milk volumes off the farms are not increasing. Class I sales have 
declined. Balancing operations are running on steady to full 
production schedules due to extra milk loads. Florida milk output is 
steadily increasing. Class I sales are steady to slightly down. 
Manufacturers are receiving more milk loads this week due to bottlers 
canceling orders. Cream continues to be readily accessible for many 
market participants. Multiples currently range 1.00-1.10. Some 
manufacturers who receive regular cream loads are closed at this 
time. Market participants are purchasing on the spot market for their 
manufacturing needs. Condensed skim markets are steady to slower 
on a short holiday trading week. Many market participants report spot 
sales are at lower prices at this time. Moreover, some operations are 
not offering on the spot market.   
 
Northeastern U.S., F.O.B. Condensed Skim 
Price Range - Class II; $/LB Solids:                                              0.80 - 0.90  
Price Range - Class III; $/LB Solids:                                             0.70 - 0.80  
 
Northeastern U.S., F.O.B. Cream 
Multiples Range - All Classes:                                               1.0000 - 1.1000  
Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:                                   2.2119 - 2.4331  
 

 
 

MIDWEST 
 
On the first week of the year, a number of Midwestern contacts 
suggest milk production increased in the second half of December, as 
somewhat mild winter weather spurred cow comfort levels. 
Presumably, cream and milk availability for all uses was plentiful in 
the Central region. In most of the region, bottling is still slow to come 
back to life, and cheese producers are so full they have begun to 
decline even heavily discounted loads. Even South-Central bottlers, 
who have been drawing on Midwestern milk loads into late 2018, 
have yet to pick up their pace. The Class III spot milk price range ran 
from $2 to $4 under, and contacts say late last week brought even 
lower prices. Cream is making its way into butter churns at a clip, 
while multiples are unchanged from the last week of 2018. Those 
butter plants that are fully functional, as some have had some 
untimely maintenance hiccups during peak churning season, are 
receiving an increasing amount of cream offers both locally and from 
the Western region. Some suggest cream will be even more available 
into next week. Both fluid milk and cream contacts, among others in 
the dairy industry, continue to relay concerns over trucking shortages 
and freight costs.   
 
Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream 
Multiples Range - All Classes:                                              1.1000 - 1.1800  
Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:                                  2.5437 - 2.6100  
Multiples Range - Class II:                                                    1.1500 - 1.1800  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WEST 

 
In some areas of the West, milk surpluses have been noted above 
projected volumes. According to market participants, this could be 
because Class I and II sales were less than expected. Currently, 
California milk production is increasing more than in previous years. 
Nonetheless, coverages were largely available to process all the milk 
within the state. Class I sales in the state are returning to normal as 
schools prepare to reopen. No issues with milk handling surfaced 
during the holiday. In Arizona, balancing plants are full of milk due 
to the closing of small facilities earlier in the week for the holiday. 
Fortunately, there are adequate capacities for milk handling. Milk 
orders from retail outlets are increasing while intakes from 
educational institutions are slowly returning to pre-holiday levels. 
Class II intakes remain active as cream prices are low. New Mexico 
milk production is stable, following the same pattern as last week. 
Many plants are back to normal schedules after the holiday, and they 
are running at full capacities to process all the excesses of milk. Class 
I and II sales increased while Class III demand is declining. Milk 
production in the Pacific Northwest is strong. Dairy contacts suggest 
milk components have maintained high levels and, as a result, cream 
is plentiful as well. In some cases, this is putting downward pressure 
on cream multiples. Milk intakes are slowly returning to normal 
following the winter holidays. Bottling demand is slowly returning to 
pre-holiday levels. Manufacturers are not having any trouble getting 
the milk needed for processing.  Milk production in the mountain 
states of Idaho, Utah and Colorado continues at strong seasonal 
volumes. Manufacturers have plenty of milk available for almost all 
processing needs. Any excess loads of milk are getting pushed into 
surrounding states. The western condensed skim market is stable, 
with products largely accessible to the market. More condensed skim 
moved to the dryers during the past holidays. In the West, cream is 
plentiful and is trading at low multiples. Cream multiples for all 
Classes are 1.00-1.17. Butter processors are making more butter and 
replenishing their stocks for future usages.  

 
Western U.S., F.O.B. Cream 
Multiples Range - All Classes:                                                1.0000 - 1.1700  
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